IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING THE START OF SCHOOL ON AUGUST 18, 2020

MACCRAY PUBLIC SCHOOLS WILL BE MOVING TO PARTIAL HYBRID ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 2020.

This means:

- **ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS** will be **all-in**, safely beginning Tuesday, 8/18.
  - Preschool-Grade 6
- The **HIGH SCHOOL** will move to **hybrid status**:
  - Grades 7-12
  - GREEN HS STUDENTS ARE IN SCHOOL T/W AND DISTANCE LEARNING TH/F.
  - BLUE HS STUDENTS WILL BE IN SCHOOL TH/F AND DISTANCE LEARNING T/W.

BUS ROUTES WILL RUN AS SCHEDULED.
CONTACT PALMER BUS WITH QUESTIONS: 320-847-3109

HERE IS WHY WE ARE MOVING TO HYBRID LEVEL ONE:
* BOTH CHIPPEWA AND KANDIYOHI COUNTY NUMBERS ARE NOW OVER 10, WHICH IS ONE OF THE CONSIDERATIONS TO MOVE TO HYBRID.

* AFTER REACHING OUT TO PUBLIC HEALTH, AND THROUGH PHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH OUR MACCRAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE, WE WILL MOVE TO PARTIAL HYBRID.

**ANY FUTURE CHANGES WILL BE COMMUNICATED IN THIS SAME FORMAT.**

**THANK YOU FOR WORKING WITH US TO KEEP OUR MACCRAY FAMILY SAFE.**